Transformation by human adenoviruses.
When, approximately 10 years ago, it was shown that the functions essential for cell transformation were localized in a small region of the adenovirus genome, a DNA segment which at that time was thought to be capable of encoding two or three average-sized proteins at most, it seemed reasonable to hope that an understanding of the mechanisms by which adenoviruses transform cells might be quickly achieved. While such optimism might be forgiven, it was quite clearly naive in the extreme. As a consequence of mRNA splicing and the use of overlapping reading frames the number of proteins encoded within E1 is 2-3-times greater than would have been predicted a decade ago, and post-translational modifications may add another dimension of complexity. In fact it has taken nearly all of the past decade just to identify the proteins encoded in E1 and to characterize them in the most rudimentary way. However, we have now entered a period in which new information is accumulating at an extremely rapid rate as a result of several major technical and fundamental advances. Chief among these are the use of recombinant DNA techniques, particularly site-directed mutagenesis, which combined with methods for introducing mutations made in cloned sequences back into infectious virus, clearly represents a powerful approach to studying the functions of transforming proteins. In addition, the ability to express transforming proteins in bacteria and to produce large amounts of highly purified proteins which previously were only just detectable in infected and transformed cells is a major breakthrough. Advances in immunological techniques, particularly the development of monoclonal antibodies and antisera against synthetic peptides, have enormously simplified the task of detecting and characterizing E1 proteins. Finally, recent results suggesting that adenovirus transforming proteins may be functionally and structurally similar to other oncogenes brings a new perspective to the study of oncogenic transformation. Have all the proteins involved in transformation by adenoviruses been identified? It seems probable that all those virally coded proteins which play a major role are now known but of course minor players in the cast could still be waiting in the wings. We have pointed out that viral functions encoded outside region E1 may have some importance at least in initiation of transformation by virions and have speculated on the possibility that one or more of these may be involved in the integration of viral DNA into the host cell chromosome.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)